
 

Mapping Analyst 

 

Since 2002, we are committed to designing and developing technology solutions for the travel 

and tourism industry. For over a decade, driven by passion, dcs plus has connected travel to 

technology, in direct response to the challenges and needs of the travel and tourism 

professionals. 

 

Our software isn’t merely hacked. Rather, we build, design and develop tools in collaboration 

with those in the travel and tourism industry. Our goal is utility. dcs plus concentrates on 

technology so that travel professionals can concentrate on travel and tourism. 

 

Our programs and systems support every aspect of a travel and tourism professional’s work. They 

translate into stability and boosted efficiency for the most demanding leaders inside the industry. 

 

Our team makes sure that our products can support millions of bookings run through our 

platforms in more than 50+ markets. 

 

WHAT YOU CAN BRING TO THE TEAM 

 

Ability to maintain focus and delivering a clean and errorless database. 

Assuming responsibility and accountability for successfully completing assignments or tasks. 

Sharing knowledge, solutions and best practices to particular cases that can later apply for the 

entire team. 

Ability to see the bigger picture and understand the team's goal and your impact. 

Actively participating as a member of a team to move the team toward to completion of goals. 

Work closely with relevant departments / colleagues to ensure efficient operation in terms of 

developing different tasks. 

 

WHAT WILL YOU DO? 

 

Use mapping service content – merging the static travel content from more integrators into a 

single database with unique identification for locations, hotels and hotel details (geocodes, 

addresses); 

Identify potential errors that may occur on the platform and database; 



 

Remove the errors and offer relevant suggestions to avoid potential risk with impact on your 

daily activity; 

Constant analysis of the product and technical specification; 

Maintain a fully mapped database, with no duplicates; 

 

WHAT`S IN IT FOR YOU?  

 

A role inside a growing company activating in a changing and versatile industry that continues to 

gain notoriety and expand in new markets. 

Opportunity for learning, development, and recognition in a young and family-like environment. 

Continuous professional growth ensured by training & coaching programs & constant feedback 

sessions. 

Certainty and stability of the team and of the working environment. 

 

 

If we caught your eye, please reach out to us at hr@dcsplus.net 


